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minutes, using manual methods the whole would
require a full year to complete. The book I am
currently preparing for publication, analyses five
years of general practice. It entails several million
sorting operations: if these had to be performed
manually, it would take longer to analyse than to
record in the first place. Small wonder there is a
dearth of comprehensive studies of symptoms in
general practice.
Only a digital computer can solve this problem.

Yet there is a general medical antipathy to com-
puters. Rivett (1975) clearly visualises us as having
yet to emerge " from the phase of cynicism ". But
even when I have been successful in employing the
computer to analyse symptoms, diagnoses, and
treatments: it has proved impossible to convince
those in authority of their significance. My work
has consistently been underrated, and at times
openly derided. My applications to the Department
of Health and Social Security and other bodies for
funds to develop the system further, receive only
further discouragement. It seems those working
with computers must attract some of their obloquy.
Dr Sowerby's point is easily answered. He refers

to figure 1 (page 833) which compares penicillin-V
and ampicillin in their efficacy in delaying the
return of ' cough'. But he misreads the label
below the last column: " over six months ". On
the evidence of the graph: 92 per cent of those
treated with ampicillin returned before six months,
with eight per cent returning after six months,
compared with only 73 per cent of those treated
with penicillin-V, who returned before six months,
27 per cent being delayed more than six months.
He may make which choice he will: the graph
clearly indicates the more efficacious.

Before leaving this fascinating research field for
less controversial pursuits, I would reiterate the
above challenge. In 1985 I can see the young
sparks at the College Research Unit wondering
how to harness the power of the digital computer to
analyse all aspects of general practice. They will
need to convert all data into numerals, as I do.
And when they have done so, the unlimited
analysing ability of the computer available to them,
will render all other methods so slow and pedes-
trian as to be obsolete.
When this happens, let them remember I started

work on a similar concept in 1968, and made this
prediction in 1975.

ROBERT A. JOHNSON
16c Clough Lane,
Grass Court,
Oldham, OL4 4EW.
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ADVERTISEMENTS IN THE JOURNAL

Sir,
As trainees in general practice on the ' Scope'
Course at the Royal College, we wish to express
our regret at the paucity of advertisements appear-
ing in this Journal from practices who seek
vocationally trained doctors to join them as
prospective partners.

It seems to us appropriate that those with
interests in the activities of the College, might
find a well-matched partner if more practice
advertisements were included.

P. CHUTER P. WILLIAMS
Y. MALIK C. Rowbury
E. MARTIN C. MITCHELL
J. RANADE M. HERTZ
HAZEL RICHARDSON A. AYERS
M. PATEL A. AHMED
G. IRANI M. CONSTANDINIDOU
T. CHILMAN

Members of the Scope course
14 Princes Gate,
Hyde Park,
London SW7 IPU.
Advertisements of this kind are welcomed in the
Journal and the Editorial Board also regrets that
more are not received. Advertisements from
trainees seeking practices are also welcomed. A
discount is available for all advertisements for
members and associates of the College.-ED.

POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION IN GERIATRICS

The teams visiting geriatric units have been very pleased to find an increasing number
of junior doctors in geriatric units who are undergoing vocational training for general
practice. These attachments are becoming increasingly popular in some areas.
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